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The union Global Nomads serves as a head organization for small and larger service areas
that share a common vision: that the Kingdom of God expands in this world and that its
influence might be visible in all fields of society. Our focus is directed towards the mainly
unreached ethnic groups and subcultures in Europe and Asia, who have never heard that
there is a God, Who loves them so much, that He gave His Son for them.
For the development of our organisation we are searching for

Change Agents in the Balkans – Baseleader- couple Bulgaria
For this task, you will live with us on our compound. In consultation with the missionary leaders you
shape and develop with a team of short- and long-term workers the work of the training center in
Cherkovo, Bulgaria.

Your field of responsibility:
-

Leading of the training center
Responsible for the household and agricultural duties in and around the training center.
Administration, Planning
Team leading, incl. the accompaniment of short- term members
Co – creation of trainings for church-planters

Your profile:
-

Experience in intercultural collaboration, experience in missionary work
A heart for Roma and Moslems
Vision and passion for the global church-planting movement
Good German and English skills, willingness to learn Bulgarian
High flexibility, willingness to adopt to the local conditions
Structured, foresightful and entrepreneurial thinking and acting

Our offer:
-

Close collaboration with the missionary leader
Profound introduction, work rich in variety
Modern training center with good infrastructure
Motivated and young team
We offer help for the construction of a «circle of supporters»

Everything else we would love to explain you during a personal conversation. We are looking forward to
the contacting with all your application documents via E-Mail to office@nomads.global.
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